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Primer Romance
The invention and discovery of the neutrino(s)

Beta decay
Liebe Radioaktive Damen und Herren
The probability of interaction of neutrinos
Neutrino mass
Discovering νe

Discovering  νµ

Discovering ντ

Number of neutrinos



The Beta Ray Spectrum

Is energy being conserved here?



Liebe Radioaktive Damen Und 
Herren

…I have hit upon a desesperate remedy to save the laws of energy 
conservation. This is the posibility of the existence within the nuclei of 
neutral particles…which I will call neutrons… (Pauli, 1930)



Versuch einer Theorie der β-
Strhalen (Fermi, 1934)

Enrico Fermi( )QED e eL e Aµ
µψ γ ψ= −

( )( )weak F p n eL G µ µ υψ γ ψ ψγ ψ=



Weak interactions (Feynman & 
Gell Mann,1958)
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The mass of the neutrino
• 1933 (Pauli)
"... Their mass cannot be much larger that that of the 
electron. In order to distinguish them from the heavy 
particles called neutrons, Mr. Fermi has proposed to 
call them neutrinos. It is possible that the proper mass 
of neutrinos is exactly zero...." 
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β-decay endpoint measurement

Essentially a search for a distortion in the shape
of the b-spectrum in the endpoint energy region

dN(E) = K|M|2F(Z,R,E) peE (E0-E) {(E0-E)2-mνe
c4}1/2 dE2



The discovery of νe

1956 : The experiment runs 
near the nuclear reactor of 
Savannah River

The target, located at 11 
meters of the reactor is a 
mixture of 400 liters of water 
and cadmium chloride. 

The reactor provides a flux of 
1013 ν/cm2

Signature: 2 back-to-back gammas 
in delayed coincidence with 
neutron gammas



Experimental signature



The discovery of νµ (1962)



Experimental signature



The last neutrino



Three light neutrinos
Number of light 
neutrinos can be 
measured!
Lifetime (and width) 
of Z0 vector boson 
depends on number of 
neutrino species

Measured with high 
precision at LEP

Nν = 3.02 ± 0.04
Probably no more 

families exist



Primera Laguna
Neutrino sources

Solar neutrinos
Atmospheric neutrinos
Reactor neutrinos
“Conventional” neutrino beams
Beta beams
Neutrino beams from muon sources



νe solar neutrinos

Sun = Fusion reactor
Only νe produced

Different reactions
Spectrum in energy



Atmospheric Neutrinos

Path length from ~20km to 12700 km



νe Production from reactors



Reactor νe Energy Spectrum



A conventional neutrino beam
µν

Horn  

Beam stopperProton 
beam

π+
νµ

µ+

Decay 
tunnel

Target



Conventional Beams

NOMAD SPL



BETA Beam

pure anti-νe beam

or:

+ν→ eFNe e
18
9

18
10 pure νe beam

6He++ → 6Li+++  νe e−

GeV

γ ~100

Pure 1-flavour 
spectrum



Neutrinos from µ
decay

Pure two-neutrino sepctrum. No contamination !

Conventional
Neutrinos from muon decay

µ+→ e++ νe+ νµ



Segundo Romance
The problematic particle

The hero in the mine
The solar neutrino deficit 
The atmospheric anomaly
The stubborn LSND



The hero in the mine (1964)

Only a few Argom atoms are 
produced per week in a detector 
as large as a olympic swiming 
pool



The “solar neutrino problem”

・ Homestake 37Cl 0.34±0.03
・ SAGE 71Ga 0.59±0.06
・ GALLEX+GNO  71Ga 0.58±0.05
・ Super-K      e- (water) 0.465±0.016*
・ SNO                  d  (D2O)          0.347±0.029

Davis measured flux was 1/3 of solar model prediction. During the 
last 30 years many solar experiments have confirmed the initial result. 
There is a deficit of solar neutrinos !

Experiment Technique expected/measured



Atmospheric ν : up-down asymmetry

νe νµ

Super-K results

up down



LSND Puzzle

Nomad Sensitivity

?eµν ν→



Segunda Laguna
Neutrino detectors

The unbearable lightness of neutrinos
Cross sections
A neutrino detector tercet

Super Kamiokande
SNO
Kamland



The unbearable lightness of neutrinos
The radioactive beta decay has typical times of 15 minutes
and produces an antineutrino of energy around 1 MeV

Inversely, if a neutron absorbs a neutrino

It will need for that about 15 minutes,that is, around 1000 seconds. During this time, the 
neutrino, an (almost massless) particle moves to the speed of light, travelling  
300.000.000 km, IF, it would be traversing matter as dense as that of the nucleus

But ordinary matter is made of atoms, which are about 10000 times larger than their 
nucleus. The neutrino finds, then, per unit surface (100002) less neutrons in ordinary 
matter than in nuclear matter. It must, thus, travel, to find enough neutrinos and have a 
chance of being absorbed, about : 30 000 000 000 000 000 km.

Therefore, the universe is practically transparent to neutrinos





41.4m

39.3m

50 kton

Outer detector 

1867 of 8” PMT

Super Kamiokande

Inner detector
11146 of 20” PMT



Principle of identification
•Interaction vertex from timing

•Particle direction from ring 
shape

•Energy from measured pulse 
in the PMTs

•Particle identification from 
pattern



The eyes of Super Kamiokande

Atmospheric muon (FC) Atmospheric electron



Sudbury Neutrino Observatory

1700 tonnes Inner Shielding H2O

1000 tonnes D2O

5300 tonnes Outer Shield H2O

12 m Diameter Acrylic Vessel

Support Structure for 9500 
PMTs, 60% coverage

Urylon Liner and Radon Seal



The SNO Detector during 
Construction



ν Reactions in SNO

- Good measurement of νe energy spectrum
- Weak directional sensitivity ∝ 1-1/3cos(θ)

- Measure total 8B ν flux from the sun.

NC
xx νν ++⇒+ npd

ES -- +⇒+ eνeν x x

- Both SK, SNO
- Mainly sensitive to νe,, less to νµ and ντ
- Strong directional sensitivity

CC -eppd ++⇒+ν e

- νe ONLY

- Equal cross section for all ν types



X 1/3
X 0.45

Signals in SNO (Monte Carlo, Renormalized)

~ 9 NHIT/MEV

Pure D2O 
First Analysis:

High Threshold,

CC, ES only

Jun 2001 PRL 87, 071301
April 2002:

Further Analysis

NC/CC,

Day/Night

Nucl-ex/0204008
Nucl-ex/0204009



KamLAND Experiment

180 km

300



KamLAND Detector

ρ

∆ρ

µ



ＫａｍＬＡＮＤ

SK

electronics hut

control room

water purification

liquid scintillator purification

N2 generator



Reactor νe Detection 
in Liquid Scintillator

~210 µs



Reactor νe Detection 
in Liquid Scintillator

~210 µs



inner-detector

outer-detector



Tercer Romance
The slow discovery of neutrino oscillations

Neutrinos masses and mixing
Neutrino oscillations
Three recent milestones
Evidence for oscillations
Current experimental program

K2K, Minos, Opera
Completing the picture



Lepton Sector Mixing

Pontecorvo 1957

























Physics Implication: Flavor Content

Strong evidence of flavor change

Φssm = 5.05+1.01
-0.81  Φsno = 5.09+0.44
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Global Fits





eνν µ →

ν µ → ντ

νe → ντ ,νµ

Neutrino Data
2002

LSND

Super-K

Solar

∆m23

∆m12



Tercera Laguna
The current experiments 

CNGS/OPERA  ντ appearance (2007?)
Minos/NUMI   νµ disappearance (2005?)
K2K                  νµ disappearance (running)



CNGS/Opera

ICERN: CNGS

L = 732 Km  Ep = 450 GeV → Eν=15-20 GeV

Neutrino τ appearance

Pb

ν
τ

1 mm

Emulsion layers

track segments

ντ appearance













Two Detector Neutrino
Oscillation Experiment

(Start 2004)

Near Detector: 980 tons
Far Detector: 5400 tons

MINOS Experiment

Det. 2

Det. 1



NuMI beams

677 m decay pipe Near
DetectorTarget Horn 2

Horn 1



Far – 735.3 km away• 2 Supermodules
• 5.4 kT
• 484 scint. planes
• 92,928 strips (4.1 x 1.0 cm)
• 8-fold MUXed 2-ended readout
• 1452 M16s
• 722 km of WLS fiber
• 794 km of clear fiber

• B ~ 1.5T (R=2m)
• HAD ~ 55% / E 1/2

• EM ~ 23% / E 1/2

MINOS

Soudan 2/CDMS II

shaft

MUX box

MUX box
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Plane #100 on Jan. 17, 
2002!

Plane view, looking South

Side view, showing 
fiber readout cables



Near to Far projections

2 yrs of running



MINOS sensitivity to 
Oscillations

Projections are for
2 years of running



K2K
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